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Jesus' Temptation: A Reflection on Matthew's Use of Old Testament
Theology and Imagery
By Andrew Schmutzer*
Introduction
Jesus' temptation in Matt. 4:1-11 was far more than an isolated event of
three tests. At one level, it was a challenge to His entire redemptive mission. Yet
internally, Matthew's construction of the account is utterly drenched in OT
theological themes, imagery, and dialogue that reverberates with the words and
events of an entire nation tested to its core. Israel's testing was their opportunity
to enact their loyalty to God's Covenant. Similarly, Jesus' temptation threatened
to derail His obedience to His Father. Image and theology, history and mission
all converge in this text.
It is one thing to understand what was at stake, but exactly why
Matthew weaves so many OT images and themes into this drama deserves
another look. Jesus recognized the devil 's tests as redemptive distortions,
unacceptable detours from His kingdom mission. 1
The victorious Son achieved what the national son did not- using
unique biblical texts and sites. Jesus' temptation was not only determinative for
His service, but the devil's tactics themselves were cut from the rich fabric of
Israel's historical experiences with YHWH.
THE TEMPTATION OF CHRIST AND ITS OT THEMES (Matt. 4:1-11)
Metaphorically speaking, the OT often functions as the "theological
dictionary" of the NT, animating its message. The biblical writers used specific
genres, terms, topographical symbols, and a host of rich images to communicate
to their audience. 2 John the Baptist's preaching was no different, capitalizing on
the peoples' familiarity with OT themes in his stinging call to repentance (3: 1*An drew Schmutzer (Ph.D., Trinity Evangelical Divinity School) is Associate Professor
of Bible at Moody Bible Institute.
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12; cf. 4: 17). 3 In Matthew's account, the temptation of Jesus is intimately tied to
the language of John 's baptism scene. 4 A study of Jesus' temptation cannot
overlook some vital connections.

The 'Elijah' Ministry of John the Baptist
As a person, John is presented as "Elijah-like" since John offers a
renewal to Israel (cf. 1 Kgs. 18:21 ). 5 His preaching was the final prophetic
installment of covenant renewal (Mal. 4:5-6). 6 Even his wilderness location
calls the people to acknowledge their current state of spiritual exile, 7 for they
must trek out to "see him" (3:1; cf. 11:7-9). 8 John had in mind a "new exodus"
built on Moses' work and Isaiah's prophecy (Psalm 114; Isah. 40:3). Their
repentance in the Jordan valley reenacts Moses' earlier covenant renewal at the
edge of the Jordan (Deut. 9:lff); Israel's national repentance in the OT could
include an element of reenactment. 9 Significantly, it is here that Jesus
emerges-at a new "Jordan crossing"-to lead out a purified remnant, ending
their exile. 10 "The baptism and temptation of Jesus inaugurates the renewal of
the people of God." 11
Jesus' baptism was not for His repentance but to model for Israel true
submission and endorsement of John's word, fulfilling Israel's covenant
requirements (3: 15; cf. 5: 17). 12 Jesus' actions prove a model of obedience to
God's law, the very law He will quote in His temptation. As the divine Son
(3: 17), Jesus does not merely repeat the experiences of the "national son," He
resumes these experiences at their core (Exod. 4:22; Deut. 8:5), 13 but succeeds
where Israel had failed. 14 However, it is vital to see how the Father's testimony
is integrated into the Son's ensuing temptation.
Old Testament Texts in Full Bloom
John 's voice is one of preparation, but it is the Father's declaration that
breaks the silence of 400 years: "This is my Son, whom I love; with him I am
well pleased" (3: 17, TNIV). These combined voices constitute the OT legal
requirement of two witnesses. 15 The "opened heavens" (3: 16) signal a new era,
marked by new revelation. Yet these words are not new. In fact, three OT texts
are represented here. "This is my Son" 16 draws on Psa. 2:7, a king's personal
testimony of his adopted "messiahship" and commission by the LORD. 17 The
Father's declaration officially commissions Jesus for ministry as the ultimate
anointed Messiah (cf. Mark 1:1; Psa. 2:2). 18 According to contemporary
rabbinic thought the dove reflected Israel, 19 but more likely signals a new era of
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life analogous to Noah's dove (Gen. 8:8-11). 20 The greater Son was now the
focus. The Spirit not only anointed Jesus, authorizing His ministry (Acts I 0:38),
but the Spirit also enabled Jesus to inaugurate the eschatological age itself. 21
This powerful role of the Spirit fulfilled Isaiah's expectation that the Spirit of
God would rest on the Servant and king who would bring about Israel's
restoration (Isah. 61: 1-2)?2
The second OT text in the Father's declaration signaled that the kingly
reign of this Messiah would indeed be different: "my Son ... with him I am well
pleased" alludes to Isah. 42: I. 23 The tenor of the Servant Songs (Isaiah 40-55)
portrayed a role of affliction and personal sacrifice; but coupled with Psa. 2:7,
Matthew's point becomes clear-Jesus will be a suffering King!
The third OT text is more opaque. In the middle is the phrase: "my Son,
whom I love," likely an allusion to Gen. 22:2, a phrase used by God for Isaac
(MT ya}:lid; LXX agapetos). 24 Abraham's profound obedience and submission
to God's command to sacrifice Isaac had an acute effect on Israel's theology.
Jesus was the only Son whom the Father loved, yet whom He was willing to
sacrifice for the sake of the world. Jesus as it were, is now called to imitate
Isaac's quiet availability. 25 We can now grasp the weight of the Father's
pronouncement, for it gives Jesus His "fundamental theological orientation for
his ministry," His guidelines to undertake His mission. 26 In the end, the
declaration of the Father combines divine Sonship of the royal Messiah with the
Spirit's endowment of the Servant of the Lord. 27 This pulls together OT texts
and increasingly raises the status of Jesus for both audience and reader. Not
surprisingly, the cross will find kingship language reemerging. 28
Typology in Matthew's Presentation
As William Dumbrell observes, "The office of messiah is thus not one
that grows out of disappointment with the empirical monarchy ... but rises with
the advent of kingship itself." 29 Beginning with the patriarchs, notions of
kingship came early and uniquely defined David. 30 With Jesus' temptation, a
four-step "process" is achieved:
I) Selected by God (I Sam. 16: I = David; Matt. 3: 17 = Jesus)
2) Anointed by God's prophet (I Sam. 16:13 = David; Matt. 3:16-17 =
Jesus)
3) Endowed for office by the Spirit (1 Sam. 16:13 = David; Matt. 3:16 =
Jesus)
4) Attested public military acts (1 Sam. 17 = David; Matt. 4:1-11 =Jesus)
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Significantly, these four elements that distinguished David were not associated
with another king until the ideal kingship of Jesus' ministry. 31 With Jesus'
temptation, cosmic hostility erupts on the redemptive stage.
For Matthew, the parallels to Jesus' temptation focus on Israel's
wilderness experience and Moses' life. 32 Like Moses himself, Jesus' temptation
scene reflects a general pattern of "withdrawal and return" evident in the
formation of servants prepared for great work. 33 Departure into the wilderness is
a common theme verging on a type scene (cf. Genesis 27-32; Exod. 2:11-22). 34
The exodus imagery fosters a strong Christological reflection. 35 Broadly
speaking, Jesus also "passes through" water, moves into a wilderness, and
experiences the core tests of hunger, self-denial, and idolatry that Israel did. In
fact, Matthew capitalizes on themes from Deuteronomy 6-8, precisely where
Moses explains how a series of tests revealed Israel's devotion to the Lord.
Thus, "testing" was the process in which the covenant partner was scrutinized to
determine fidelity. 36 As Israel's champion Jesus fought as a representative of
His people, using the law as a greater Moses. 37 Additionally, the texts Jesus
quoted were all from Deuteronomy, passages where Moses explained the goal of
Israel's wilderness testing (De ut. 8: 1-5).
The context of Jesus' temptation is better appreciated by observing the
geographical and thematic orientation of His ministry. 38
A Genealogy, birth, and the infancy of Jesus (1:1-2:23)
B
Jesus in JUDEA: baptism, temptation, and preparation (3: 1-4: 17)
C
Public ministry around GALILEE; preparing the disciples (4:1810:42)
X
Response to Jesus' public minisliy- the kingdom parables ( 11:116:20)
C'
Private ministry in GALILEE; preparing the disciples (16:21-18:35)
B' Jesus in JUDEA: from Palm Sunday to Passover (19:1-25:46)
A' Suffering, death, and resurrection of Jesus (26: 1-28 :20)
In this concentric layout the outsides pertain to Judea, recounting Jesus'
baptism and temptation, while His passion and death occur on the opposite side
(A, B, B', A'). Jesus obedience during His desert testing (Matt. 4:1-11) is
perfected during His final testing in Gethsemane (Matt. 26:39). 39 The inner
portion reveals Jesus' ministry in Galilee (C, C') with the central unit focusing
on Jesus' seven parables of the kingdom (X).
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The Literary Architecture of the Temptation
The actual temptation account is triadic, composed of three related
units (vv. 1-4, 5-7, 8-11).40 Rising in intensity, each unit is highly stylized,
reflecting a literary genre of rabbinic disputation or debate .41 These scenes are
also joined through imagery of rising geographical elevation: "up .. . into the
wilderness" (4:1), "on the pinnacle of the temple" (4:5), and culminating with "a
very high mountain" (4:8).42 Each encounter begins with the narrator's note of a
specific location, which is then followed by a confrontational dialogue. As for
the characters, the devil is the resourceful initiator and Jesus the vigorous
responder. With each temptation the devil issues a proposition that brings a swift
and climactic response from Jesus, formally closing that exchange.
In fact, it is dialogue that makes this entire temptation unique as Jesus
and the devil wage war with words. 43 While the devil uses "Son of God" (4:3,
5), Jesus twice responds with "Lord your God" (4:7, 10). Twice the devil states:
"If [= since] you are the Son of God" (4:3, 6), a statement that builds on the
Father's earlier pronouncement ("my Son," 3:17).44 The devil's first two
propositions ("if you are") end with the third and climactic declaration for
worship ("if you bow"; 4 :3, 6; cf. v. 8). This reflects a movement from personal
to universal as the issue of cosmic sovereignty concludes the temptations.
Significantly, the issue is not whether Jesus is God's Son, but what kind
of Son He would be- a self-seeking Son or submissive Savior. The fact that
Jesus includes a direct reference to "God" in all three responses reveals His
loyalty to His Father (4:4b, 7b, I Ob). Jesus was under authority, tested by
authority before He could assert His own authority.45 This language and
dialogue adds a personal touch to Jesus' encounter. While these temptations do
not occur in a public forum, their didactic force is clear enough. What transpires
is richly typological, deeply Christological, and highly supematural. 46
The narrator opens with the Holy Spirit leading and closes with angels
ministering (4:1 , 11). The following diagram shows the structure and content of
Matthew's account along with the OT citations and allusions in Jesus'
temptation .
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TEMPTATION

Matt. 4:3-4; Luke
4:3-4; Mark 1:12,
13
Wilderness

TEMPTATION
2
Matt. 4:5-7; Luke
4:9-12;
Mark
1:12, 13
Temple

TEMPTATION
3
Matt.
4:8-10;
Luke 4:5-8; Mark
1:12, 13
Mountain

Devil's
Proposition:
OT
Precedent:

"feed yourself'

"throw yourself'

"worship me"

Exod. 16:2-8
(Israel's hunger)

Exod.
32:1-35
(Israel's idolatry)

Jesus'
Quotation:

Deut. 8:3, "not by
bread alone"

"Shema"
Correspondence

"all your heart"
(Deut. 6:5a)

Exod. 17: 1-7
(Israel's
rebellion)
Deut. 6:16, "shall
not
test
the
LORD"
"all your life"
(Deut. 6:5b)

Thematic Irony
In Matthew

Jesus feeds others
(Matt. 14:13-21)

1

Synoptic
Texts:
Location:

Jesus
transfigured
(Matt. 17:1-13)

IS

Deut. 6:13, "serve
Him only"
"all
your
strength" (De ut.
6:5c)
Jesus
has
dominion
(Matt. 28:16-20).

"Then Jesus was led up" (4:1 ) 47 reflects one of several connections
between His baptism and temptation, here utilizing "the Spirit" again (cf. 3: I,
16). 48 Isaiah noted earlier that God had "led" His people in the wilderness
(63:14; cf. Psa. 107:7). 49 Moreover, mention of the "Spirit's" agency ultimately
defines the entire temptation as God's doing, but the purpose was expressly for
Jesus' testing. 50 Jesus shows that He is the archetypical "man of the Spirit." 51
"Devil" means "accuser" as does "Satan" in the OT, but even here Matthew's
account builds (cf. 4:10). More title than name, Satan was increasingly viewed
as Israel's prosecuting attorney (cf. 1 Chr. 21:1; Zech. 3:1). 52 In the Scripture,
testing often functions as a rite of confirmation, much as Abraham had
experienced a "proving" (Gen. 22:1 ). 53 In other words, God tests to prove the
quality of commitment and obedience while the devil tempts to destruct and
derail (cf. Deut. 13:3; Psa. 81:7; Job 2:3-4).
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Three Eschatological Sites
Reflecting Israel's experience, Jesus is ejected into the wilderness by
God (cf. Exod. 5:3; 8:27). Moses reminded the nation: "Remember how the
LORD your God led you all the way in the wilderness these forty years, to
humble and test you in order to know what was in your heart, whether or not
you would keep His commands" (Deut. 8:2t). The wilderness (4:1) is one of
three topographical locations Matthew stipulates, adding "temple" (4:5) and
"mountain" (4:8). All three sites functioned as OT eschatologicallocations, that
is, major points of divine contact and revelation in Israel's history and Jesus'
teaching of the kingdom. 54
Wilderness
Israel's exodus became synonymous with their wilderness travels, but
also conflict with God. 55 Between Egypt and the Promised Land, God used the
wilderness as His crucible for spiritual and national development. 56 The
antithesis of safety and supply, the wilderness was essentially negative, a place
of hunger and the haunt of evil spirits (Psa. 107:4-5; Matt. 12:43). 57 The
wilderness was "a precondition for both covenant and land," prompting
submission and trust in God. 58 Devoid of resources for life, the wilderness also
highlighted vulnerability and expectation, Israel's and Jesus'. Matthew
capitalizes on this wilderness motif as the unique environment where Jesus' call
must be tested. 59 Additionally, Jesus' ejection into the wilderness also captured
the imagery of the Azazel-goat in a cosmic dimension. 60 In contrast to Israel,
however, Jesus depends on the direct care of God. But the imagery of "temple"
and "mountain" are also used.
Temple
The "temple" was the center of Jewish faith, elevating YHWH over all
competing deities and therefore linked to political rule (Psa. 95:3). The pinnacle
or "little wing" (lit., Matt. 4:5) forms a thematic connection to the "wings" of
refuge in Psalm 91, the text from which the devil quotes (cf. v. 4, 11-12). 61 The
core function of the temple is worship, assuring any person of YHWH's
presence at the temple; a point Solomon emphasized in his dedicatory prayer (1
Kgs. 8:12-13, 22-53). Moreover, the temple formed the cosmic "center" of the
world guaranteeing order, justice, and life itself (Psalms 46, 48, 84, 87). 62
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Mountain
While Matthew ' s "high mountain" was symbolic or visionary (4:8a), it
forms a thematic extension from the temple (4:5b) since temples were built atop
mountains. 63 Zion, and the temple built there, was the "cosmic mountain,"
replicating the heavenly mountain ofYHWH at Sinai (cf. Psa. 48:1-4). 64 In OT
imagery divine councils occurred on mountains (lsa. 14:13; cf. Exod. 24:12-18).
Matthew ' s mountain imagery draws numerous analogies to Moses ' life and
Israel's own worship (cf. Exod. 3:lb, 5; 12). Theophanies occurred at Mt. Sinai
(Exod. 3-4; 32-34) and divine decrees were made there (Exod. 19-20). 65 When
Jesus viewed the "kingdoms of the world and their glory" (Matt. 4:8), the event
at least echoes Moses ' climb of Mt. Nebo to survey the Promised Land (Deut.
32:49-52; 34: 1-8). 66 But mosaic imagery hardly stops here.
Jesus ' fast recalls the same experience of Moses and Israel (Exod.
24: 18; 34:28; Deut. 8:2-3). 67 However by fasting "forty days and forty nights,"
Matthew emphasizes the typological number and its correspondence to Moses
and Israel more than Jesus ' growing state of hunger. 68 Unique to Matthew, the
"forty nights" further confirms Jesus' fasting to Moses' forty-day-and-night
fast. 69 As Moses fasted prior to confirming God's covenant with Israel, so Jesus'
rigorous fast is also preparatory, reflecting an appeal for divine assistance in His
time of danger (Deut. 9:9; cf. Esth. 4: 15-16) 70 and even preparation for war (cf.
I Sam. 7:6). 71 Engaging the devil, Jesus fights a "new Canaanite" and emerged
as the triumphant champion on behalf of His people. 72
One Encounter, Three Ingenious Tests
According to Matthew, the devil tempts Jesus after His forty-day fast
(cf. Luke 4:2). So it is arguable that the devil 's sequence of tests capitalize on
Jesus' physical weakness (I st temptation), then the insecurity of life (2"d
temptation), climaxing with the attraction of devotion as a solution (3'd
temptation). 73 But how Jesus overcomes the "tempter" (4:3a) requires another
look at the makeup ofthese tests. 74 We'll briefly consider the devil ' s proposals
then the substance of Jesus' answers. 75
A Desperate Socio-Religious Context
Throughout the three tests it is the nature of Jesus' Sonship that is at
stake, not its fact. 76 What is often misunderstood, however, is the actual goal of
these tests. The devil's ploy is to construct scenarios that tempt Jesus to rely on
His Sonship in self-serving ways. 77 External seduction rather than internal lust is
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the strategy here. 78 Yet when we read these as isolated and "moralized" tests we
fail to appreciate the gravity of what's really at stake-a redemptive mission that
extended beyond Jesus' personal moral fortitude, though requiring it. In essence,
the devil attempts to lure Jesus away from His redemptive messianic mission.
While we might assume that serious temptations would, at some level, involve
"money, sex, and power," the devil 's attack was more sophisticated than that.
What, for example, was so treacherous about making bread for himself (4:3; cf.
3:9)? Leading off this ordeal-like temptation, eating bread seems almost
ridiculous, until one looks further.
The devil's propositions amount to three different "paths" Jesus could
take as messianic deliverer. It is arguable that each test reflects a popular
expectation of the messianic role within the prevailing culture of that time. 79 We
could call the first test the way of the populist (4:3-4). 80 Would the messianic
Son provide for His own physical needs or trust His Father's provision? Only
the Son fully clothed in human frailty could model the strain of obedience amid
desperate need. 81 Making bread would not only satisfy Jesus' hunger, but as a
social strategy it would also give the masses what they want (cf. Matt. 14:17;
John 6:7, 26)-nothing resonates with the masses like hunger. 82 But grateful
people would come at the cost of Jesus' self-satisfaction. So the Son refuses to
be a messianic magician, creating a "new manna" for himself.
The second test is the way of the wonder-worker (4:6-7). Would the
messianic Son place himself in mortal danger and force God to deliver him since
the Father did operate from the Temple? As a strategy, forcing His Father into a
spectacular deliverance at an international location might indeed galvanize the
crowds. But dazzled crowds at the sacred site would not justify divine protection
merely for Jesus' self-vindication. So the Son refuses the role of deluded
visionary and that kind of demonstration of divine authorization for His
ministry.
The final test could be termed the way of the political opportunist (4:910). Would the messianic Son use instant wealth, profile, and even militaristic
maneuver to attain power? As a strategy such influence might liberate an
oppressed nation. But redemption is for relationship and not social revolution,
and certainly not self-promotion. 83 So the Son refuses this means of universal
recognition in exchange for "all the kingdoms of the world" (4:8).
The devil's tests were driven by scenarios of seduction: from
dependence to self-assertion (i.e., bread); from trust to coercion (i.e., danger),
from allegiance to betrayal (i.e. , power). Giving in to these temptations was not
about Jesus' personal piety, but His recognition of an unacceptable detour. The
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devil's temptations were intended to remove the cost of sacrifice and the
necessity of self-denial, and thereby, derail Jesus from the way of the cross (cf.
Heb. 2:18; 4:15; 5:8).

Jesus' Response as a 2"d Mosaic Preaching
In each successive test Jesus not only responds with Scripture ("It
stands written ... " [4:4, 7, 10]), 84 but He employs texts drawn exclusively from
Deuteronomy (i.e., bread [Deut. 8:3], danger [Deut. 6:16], power [Deut.
6: 13]). 85 More than "proof texts" of the law, Jesus shows His penetrating grasp
of Scripture by employing key portions rooted in the wilderness experience of
Israel's testing (Deuteronomy 6-8). God desired humility from the nation's
testing (Deut. 8: 16). Jesus' parry with the devil reveals His stewardship and
obedience to the covenant as a new Moses. Yet more is happening beneath the
surface than a mere duel with Scripture.
Jesus' references to Deuteronomy come from Moses' "2"d Address"
(4:44-28:68)-the very heart of the book with its call to love God.86 Here
Moses' tone is one of exhortation, calling for covenant loyalty to God. This
significance is heightened when one realizes that Jesus strategically uses Moses'
"preaching" to Israel from Deuteronomy when could have cited the epochmaking events themselves from the book of Exodus. In this way Israel's demand
for food (Exod. 16:2-8) and God's provision of manna (Exod. 16:13-31 ) 87 stand
as the backdrop for Jesus' claim that "people do not live on bread alone, but on
every word" (Matt. 4:4 = Deut. 8:3). 88 As Moberly explains, "The creative word
of divine power which will meet Jesus' needs is not a new word of his own but
that word which has already been given normative shape in Israel's scriptures,
which calls human life into true relationship with God." 89 Whereas Israel had
shown an untrusting heart, Jesus illustrated how covenant obedience to God's
eternal Word was more important than temporal bread. Similarly, Israel's
rebellion at Massah (Exod. 17:1-3) and God's provision of water (Exod. 17:4-7)
became the backdrop for Jesus claim not to "put the Lord your God to the test"
(Matt. 4:7 = Deut. 6:16). 90 Whereas Israel tested God by doubting His presence
with them, Jesus emphatically refused to test the rescuing-presence of His
Father.
Finally, Israel's idolatry with the "golden calf' (Exod. 32:1-35), 91
resolved only by Moses' intercession (Exod. 32:11-14), forms the backdrop for
Jesus' response: "Worship the LORD your God, and serve him only" (Matt.
4:10 = De ut. 6: 13).92 Israel's actions had brought God to the brink of canceling
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His covenant with them (Exod. 32:8-10). 93 In a parody of the tabernacle
construction (Exod. 25:1-9), the people had built a golden calf (Exod. 32:1-6)
and in so doing broke the first two commandments. 94 By contrast, Jesus makes
no concession and refuses any substitute for God's presence, thereby proving
His love for God. Trading loyalty was not the way to obtain glory.
Jesus' Use of Deuteronomy
Jesus' use of Deuteronomy, with its allusions to Exodus, raises some
important observations. First, Jesus achieved a symbolic second "preaching" of
Deuteronomy as a new Moses, qualified to lead a purified remnant. If these
covenantal texts defined Israel's mission, they did all the more for Jesus, the
eschatological Son. Second, Matthew ' s thematic arrangement of Jesus '
Deuteronomy quotations (Deut. 8:3; 6:16; 6:13) appears designed to preserve
the chronological and thematic development of the Exodus events themselves
(Exod. 16:2-8; 17:1-7; 32:1-6). This, in turn, highlights Matthew's rich
typological themes drawn between the national and divine Son.
Moreover, Deut. 6: 13-Jesus' final quote-encapsulates the vertical
theology of the first group of commands, addressing right relationship to God in
worship, service, and use of the Divine name. Illustrated negatively by the
golden calf scene (Exodus 32), Israel was neither to forget God (Deut. 6: 12) nor
follow the Canaanite gods (Deut. 6: 14). Significantly, between these two poles
is Deut. 6:13, contrasting their past "bondage" (D'1:J))) in Egypt with their
present "service" (1:J))) to God. 95 What Deuteronomy emphasizes is that service
is defined through one's life (cf. Deut. 10:12). Jesus' obedience was the perfect
expression of Deuteronomy's teaching on "fearing" the Lord (6:13). 96
Typologically, the significance of Jesus' obedience in the wilderness is a study
in contrasts since it was there that Israel had enraged God with their rebellion
and apostasy (cf. Psalms 78; 81; 95; 105-106). 97
Third, it is arguable that Matthew has intentionally set the order of
Jesus' tests to reflect the form of the Shema-a spiritual plumb line by which the
people were constantly measured (De ut. 6:4-5; cf. Matt. 13 :21-22; 19: 17). 98 By
implication, loving God with one's "heart" meant the refusal to make bread in
self-interest. 99 "Life" meant the refusal to jump and activate divine
protection. 100 "Might" was tied to idolatry and the refusal to worship the devil in
exchange for the kingdoms of the world. 101 Viewing the tests in light of the
Shema helps explain the movement beginning with the inner being, then adding
the whole person, and finally concluding with all one claims as one's own. 102 By
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citing from the introduction of Moses ' speech (Deut. 6:4-9), Jesus pointed to the
entirety of Moses ' address. But concluding with Deut. 6: 13-"serve him
only"-Jesus focused on exclusive worship through a text used as a summary
for the Decalogue itself. 103 In Deut. 6:13 "the first three commandments are set
forth in positive rather than negative form." 104 Quoting part for the whole also
reflects the use of Psalm 91.

The Devil's Use of Psalm 91
The Psalter also played a role in Jesus' temptation. Both ingenious and
contextual, the devil in turn, responds by quoting Psa. 91:11-12. 105 Since a
deliberate hurling does not correspond to an accidental stumbling, omitting "in
all your ways" may have been intentional rather than incidental. 106 The Temple
was a place of refuge, not presumption. 107 Moreover, the Son was to serve the
Father, not vice-versa. "Those who dwell in the shelter of the Most High" (Psa.
91 : 1) began precious words in a psalm of protection, 108 but the devil "displaces
the true concept of miracle in Scripture ... into that of magic." 109 Sanitizing a
dare with a cherished text, the devil prods Jesus to fall back on His Sonship with
God "as a direct claim of privilege to all the promises of God." 11 0
Further analysis reveals a rich socio-religious backdrop to Psalm 91
that likely explains its use here. 111 While the devil quotes vv. 11-12, v. 10 is the
stunning preface: "no evil shall befall you, no scourge [Targum: or demons]
shall come near your tent." 11 2 The Aramaic Targum, employed in Jesus' time,
reflects an early tradition of demonic harassment: "You will not be afraid of the
terror of the demons that go about in the night, nor of the arrow of the angel of
death that he shoots in the daytime, nor of the death that goes about in the
darkness, nor of the company of demons that destroy at noon." 11 3
Used for exorcisms in Jesus' day, false understandings of God 's
requirements and promises also swirled around Psalm 91 , as the devil's use
shows (Matt. 3:9; cf. Mark 5:7). 114 The language of divine promise is always
relational requiring an appropriate interaction with the God of the promise. 11 5 So
while the devil ' s use of Psalm 91 may have been centered on Christ, it was
hardly God-centered. 11 6
The movement of embedded dialogue is also important. Only in Jesus '
temptation does the devil quote Scripture and Jesus in turn , engage him. The
four quotations are not those of the narrator- three come from Jesus, and one
from the devil himself! When Jesus began citing Scripture (4:4 = Deut. 8:3), the
devil mimicked this by citing an equally well-known psalm (4:6 = Psa. 91:1126
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12). But following Jesus' second refusal and His reference to "God" (4:7), 117 the
devil cunningly substitutes himself for God in the final test, offering Jesus the
whole world in exchange for His submission. 118 At this point, Jesus calls him
"Satan" (4:1 Oa). Because the final test attacks the very foundation of the
covenant relationship, Jesus counters with the core theme of Deuteronomyexclusive covenant commitment to the Lord. 119 Satan was, after all, representing
the interests of his own kingdom (12:26). 12 For Jesus, what "stands written" has
divine authority and "is not the biblical text in the abstract but the text in its
meaningfulness for the current situation." 121 Later Jesus will be given what here
He must decline. His only extemporaneous words in the entire discourse are
reserved for banishment: "Go, Satan!" 122
Seeing beyond the existential moment, Jesus views His tests as
redemptive distortions and stays on the path of pain and suffering to follow His
Father's will. There simply could be no messianic kingdom without the cross. 123
Having rejected food (4:3) and angelic assistance (4:6), He receives both at the
end (4: 11 ). 124 Hailed as king (Matt. 2:2), He chose the crown of thorns and the
Divine King finally reigned from the cross under the title "King of the Jews"
(Matt. 27:37). 125 Unlike Israel, however, Jesus demanded neither food nor
miracle; messianic expectations were not met on the triumphalist terms of the
religious masses but through trust in His Father. The temptation of Jesus shows
the cost of His Sonship. 126 As Evans states, "Having accepted God's rule for
himself, Jesus has begun to proclaim the rule of God for all of Israel. By
remaining loyal to God, Jesus remains qualified, as God's "son" (Mark 1: 11 ), to
proclaim God's kingdom." 127
What the devil tested was Jesus' commitment to kingdom stewardship
defined by suffering. Jesus' mission remained intact since He remained
qualified. As evidence, both the Baptist and Jesus began their ministries by
announcing the in breaking of the kingdom (3:2; 4: 17). Jesus accomplished this
phase and one day He would even provide a "new manna" for His people (Matt.
14:13-21; 15:29-38). On other mountains, Jesus was not only transfigured (Matt.
17:1-13), he announced at the close of His life that all earthly power was His,
but it came from God and only after the cross (Matt. 28: 18). 128
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Conclusion
At both theological and practical levels, the account of Jesus '
temptation offers much grist for reflection. Our analysis has attempted to
appreciate the OT theology and imagery that animate Matthew's pericope as
well as uncover some socio-religious trajectories surrounding the temptation.
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For Jesus, the eschatological sites of wilderness, temple, and mountain fueled
significant reenactments, proving Jesus to be an obedient Son where the national
son had failed. Negatively, Jesus' tests threatened redemptive distortions to his
messianic mission. Positively, numerous OT texts illustrate a theological
continuity of obedience, and even suffering, that continues to define the people
of God (Matthew 5). Aligned with the Mosaic figure and the ethics of his
preaching, Jesus modeled an obedience reflecting on the historical pathos of
Exodus 16, 17, and 32, but quoting from Deuteronomy 6-8 as the abiding ethic.
Exploiting the theological themes of the "Shema" (Deut. 6:5), Matthew
structures Jesus' three tests to highlight true covenant-obedience. Significantly,
Jesus ' own quotations culminate with Deut. 6:13, an overview of the first three
commands and, by extension, a summary of the entire Decalogue. These texts
highlight Jesus' vertical orientation to God that proved essential in His
temptation. The outcome was that Jesus remained qualified for his messianic
mission. From His temptation, thematic ironies reverberate throughout
Matthew ' s gospel in Jesus' feeding of people (14:13-21), Divine transfiguration
(17: 1-13), and His declaration of dominion (28: 16-20).
Practically speaking, giving in to temptation may not only destroy, but
also forfeit at the cosmic missionallevel. Ironically, it is the upright that struggle
and are tested. Stanley Grenz explains:
We repeatedly discover that the intensity to which we sense the force of
the onslaught of temptation corresponds to the degree to which we are
resisting it. In those areas where we are especially vulnerable, we know
little of the power of temptation. In such situations we yield to the evil
impulse without a struggle, sometimes even without perceiving our
own defeat. In other areas-areas where we are gaining victory over
the tempter-we have a greater sense of its power. .. [Jesus] was
completely cognizant of what was at stake in the choices placed before
him . And he was entirely conscious of the cosmic implications of the
decisions he needed to make. 129
Integrity is crucial, but it was never meant to function apart from redemptive
mission, merely preserving self. 130 Whenever one balks at the accountability of
the body, rationalizes the consequences of sin, or minimizes the reputation of
Christ, the larger backdrop of Christian community is crumbling. As Jesus'
temptation illustrates, such struggles are not about one individual salvaging
personal holiness, far more may be at stake. 131
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Believers must see through the physically full, physically safe, and
politically powerful, to the kingdom implications. 132 Like Jesus making bread,
believers must be able to see beyond the possible, and even the fair, to the issues
of stewardship on a redemptive horizon. Temptation truly has a "bigger picture,"
and Jesus apparently drew from His pivotal experience of temptation to teach
the disciples how to pray. 133 Notice that concern for kingdom work, the Father's
will, the evil one, and even bread all reappear; and all in the context of
.
134
commumty.
"Our Father in heaven,
hallowed be your name,
your kingdom come,
your will be done,
on earth as it is in heaven.
Give us today our daily bread.
And forgive us our debts,
as we also have forgiven our debtors,
And lead us not into temptation,
but deliver us from the evil one." 135
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